Characterisation of surface deposition and STM imaging.
The low energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern corresponding to an estimated coverage of approximately 90% of a saturated single layer of vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc) on Cu(111) is shown in Figure S1 Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) images of this surface ( Figure S2 ) indicate that the true coverage appears to correspond to more than one complete layer of the VOPc. The majority (darker) phase arranges with a near square ordering that corresponds well to the observed LEED pattern. The minority (bright) domains instead exhibit a near-hexagonal structure, with an apparent average height of ~2 Å above the surroundings, indicating they correspond to a second layer. This minority phase evidently does not form sufficient, or sufficiently large, domains to contribute significantly to the LEED pattern. Lower coverages showed no distinct features in the room temperature STM images; we infer that the molecules at lower coverage are too mobile at room temperature. Notice that one complete layer of the 6 2 1 6
corresponds to a molecular coverage of 0.029 ML, using the standard surface science definition of a monolayer (ML) as one adsorbate atom or molecule per Cu atom in a Cu (111) atomic layer. As discussed in the main paper, STM recorded at low temperature from surfaces with a range of coverages typically show two main types of molecular images, those with a bright centre, and those simply having the appearance of a cross. However, at the lowest coverages, at which all molecules are isolated on the surface, the molecular images with the bright centres S3
dominate. An example is shown in Figure S3 ; most molecules show images with bright centres (e.g that circled in yellow). However, others (e.g. that circled in green) have a hexagonal star shape, that could only be attributable to a molecule spinning between six equivalent surface directions if the associated static molecular image has reduced symmetry. parameter values used to achieve these fits are listed in Table 1 of the main paper.
S4 Figure S4 shows a set of experimental normal incidence X-ray standing waves (NIXSW) absorption profiles recorded from the C 1s, N 1s, V 2p and O 1s photoemission intensities, together with the best-fit lines to these data. The resulting coherent fraction and coherent position parameter values are given in the main paper in Table 1 . 
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